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I consulted for Xilinx while doing my Ph.D. My job consisted in
extending the high security of their hardware designs to run-time.
- Design and implement a number of trusted services based on
ARM TrustZone’s TEE (e.g., trusted storage, software
attestation).
- Find a viable integration for TPM (1.2 and 2.0) in Zynq-7000.
- Help defining the architecture for next generation silicon so
that it would support run-time security primitives by design.

Developer & co-maintainer - Linux TEE Subsystem
(2013 - )
In order to create an experimental platform for our research at
ITU, I worked extensively with Trusted Execution Environments
and ARM TrustZone. One practical outcome of this work is the
Linux Kernel TEE Subsystem, which I will be co-maintaining with
Jens Wiklander.
- Design and implement the first generic interface for TrustZone
enabled hardware in the Linux Kernel and propose it in the
LKML.
- Implement a driver for Open Virtualization’s TEE.
- Work in the resubmission of these patches to the LKML in
collaboration with Linaro’s security working group.

Application Driven Storage
Developer - LightNVM
(2014 - 2015 )
I participated in the implementation of LightNVM - the kernel
subsystem to support Open-Channel SSDs, as well as in its
integration in various platforms (e.g., QEMU, hardware
prototypes). LightNVM is in process of being upstreamed to the
Linux Kernel.
- Implement new functionality (e.g., bad block table support).
- Fix bugs and add functionality to the host based Flash
Translation Layer.
- Work in patch preparation (i.e., code refactoring,
documentation)

Research - AppNVM
(2014 - 2015 )
I was part of a team that defined a novel architecture to support
application driven storage. The core idea is to provide QoS in
terms of storage for intensive I/O applications. This work led to a
series entrepreneurial contacts with storage industry leaders and
resulted in a patent.

SPECIALTIES
Software Development
Linux & Linux Kernel
Run-Time Security
Storage Systems
Experimental Research
Writing & Presenting

INTERESTS
Photography
Technology & gadgets
Science in general
Education & blog posting
Tarantino movies
Rock & Roll - better in live
Red wine & Beer (in good
company)

Freelance Software Development
Fides - Owner and software engineer
(2014 - )
Fides is a one-person software consulting company based in
Denmark. Originally focused on run-time security, Fides has
evolved into a software consulting company specialized in Linuxbased systems. Fides has provided software solutions for
companies such as Xilinx and Samsung.

EDUCATION
IT University of Copenhagen
Ph.D in Computer Science
(2011 - 2015 )
Thesis: Operating System Support for Run-Time Security with a
Trusted Execution Environment.
In my Ph.D, I investigated ways to provide operating systems with
run-time security primitives. The main motivation was to mitigate
the privacy related issues that emerge from the digitalization of
society. Technically, the objective was to increase the resilience of
current systems against advance software and hardware attacks.
- Design, build, and evaluate prototypes for trusted storage,
secure boot, and software attestation solutions.
- Implement support for usage control, policy enforcement, and
privacy by design in commodity operating systems.
- Publication and presentation of visions and result in a large
number of conferences, symposiums, and european projects.

M.Sc.-Thesis in Computer Science
(2010 - 2011 )
Thesis: The MANA Testbed
In my M.Sc.-Thesis I continued the work of a former Ph.D student
at ITU in the context of MANA: Monitoring remote environments
with Autonomous sensor Network-based data Acquisition
systems. I brought MANA from a research prototype to
production and deployed it in Zackenberg Research Station,
Northeast Greenland. This work opened me the door to a Ph.D.

University of Valladolid (Spain)
M.Sc. in Computer Science
(2008 - 2011 )
Awarded with M.Sc. Best Student Award (2011).

B.Sc in Computer Science
(2005 - 2008 )
Thesis: Wequest-Scorm Module for Moodle.

